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The household forms an important category in social sci-
ence research. It is used to collect data, to classify it and 
to represent the results. In 2009, for example, 3.48 % of 
U.K. households were classified as the most influential 
and wealthiest individuals in the U.K.; at the other end 
5.16 % of U.K. households formed the most disadvantaged 
people. While the households in the first group repre-
sented positions of power in the private and public sector 
and could afford luxury items, the latter had a budget to 
only cope with the daily necessities.1 Endless examples of 
household-based statistics or of classifications with asso-
ciated patterns of spending and behaviour could be add-
ed. However, what seems to be a simple listing of facts 
becomes less clear when a basic question is raised: What 
is a household? Is it a family living under one roof? Is a 
roof limited to a house, or does a flat already constitute a 
household? Do members of a household have to be offi-
cially related, meaning married, adopted etc., or even re-
lated by blood? And how do households and definitions of 
households differ over time and space? In 2008, the United 
Nations distinguished between two definitions of a house-
hold: the housekeeping concept and the dwelling concept. 
While the first referred to arrangements made by persons, 
individually or in groups, for providing themselves with 
food and other essentials for living, the latter regarded all 
persons living in a housing unit as belonging to the same 
household.2 This sounds like a pragmatic solution with lit-
tle regard to the social relationships of the actual human 
beings living in a household. However, there are indeed 
power relations within a household (e.g. between parents 

and children). Social scientists also observed these every-
day asymmetries and therefore constructed a hierarchy 
in social classifications when they placed the household 
in a specific class according to the ›Head of Household‹ or 
the ›Household Reference Person‹, the ›Chief Wage Earn-
er‹, the ›Householder‹ etc. The different designations of 
the reference person indicate that it is not an easy task to 
name this person or to define this person without a nor-
mative bias. The principles and recommendations put 
forward by the United Nations in 2008 give a clue about 
the normative assumptions that are at the basis of possi-
ble definitions: »Even in the many countries where the 
traditional concept of head of household is still relevant, 
it is important to recognize that the procedures followed 
in applying the concept may distort the true picture, par-
ticularly with regard to female heads of households. The 
most common assumption that can distort the facts is that 
no woman can be the head of any household that also con-
tains an adult male«.3 The United Kingdom is one of these 
nations with a long tradition of allowing only men (mean-
ing members of the male sex) as ›Heads of Household‹.

By taking the example of Great Britain,4 I want to 
demonstrate that the definition of the ›Head of House-
hold‹ was a normative category rather than a descriptive 
one, meaning that it was less able to facilitate analysis of 
social reality and that it fortified a normative view with 
the help of statistics. In contrast to the British practice, an 
open definition – as already in use in other countries in 
the second half of the 20th century – included self-descrip-
tions or self-assessments of historical actors and changes 
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vey researchers and administrators in one nation chose 
to drop the normative category of the ›Head of House-
hold‹, at the same time the same professions in other 
nations did not. In accepting the use of categories as 
necessary for reasons of administration and knowledge 
production, it is also necessary to recognise and reflect 
on the ›intellectual opportunity costs‹ that come with 
them and sometimes bring a need to adapt and change 
categories or their underlying definitions.9

Some assumptions of the history of knowledge are 
helpful to pursue this objective of a critical assessment. 
First, there is no differentiation between information 
understood as real facts versus knowledge as something 
that is processed; and consequently there is no single 
knowledge, but »knowledges« in the plural.10 In the case 
of the ›Head of Household‹ this means that definitions 
are made by men, and therefore produce specific knowl-
edges in relation to the chosen definition. Other defini-
tions would produce – and in fact did produce, as will 
be seen below – other knowledges.11 Second, the different 
cultures of knowledges include practices, methods, as-
sumptions, ways of organising and teaching etc.12 Classi-
fying is one of these practices and, again, classifications 
may seem natural, but they are the results of ordering 
systems made by men. The ›Head of Household‹ at the 
core of this article is one example for a hierarchic order 
at the basis of classification. This takes us to a third point, 
inspired by Foucault and his writings on power as well 
as by postcolonial studies: knowledges are not equal. 
Or, phrased differently: knowledge regimes are embed-
ded in power relations.13 Even if historical actors know 
that their assumptions are normative, as in the case of 
the ›Head of Household‹, it does not mean that those in 
favour of dropping the normative definition have the 
power to actually do so. Here the context and a related 
fourth point come into play: the idea of situated knowl-
edge. It was already brought forward by Karl Mann-
heim, who belonged to the first wave of the sociology of 
knowledge.14 In the 1920s and 1930s sociologists thought 
about social factors that influenced the production of 
knowledge in a specific context. Mannheim suggested his 
idea of the social position and existential connectedness 
(›Seinsverbundenheit‹) of knowledge, meaning that spa-
tial and social processes and settings influence the cogni-
tive process of individual thinking.15 Aspects of this can 
be recognized in works of later sociologists of knowledge 

in society as perceived by members of the society rather 
than through social scientists’ categories. While feminists 
and other historical actors in different states already crit-
icised the normative bias of the definition in the 1960s 
and 1970s, a different question seems to be of equal or 
even greater importance to the historian: How, when and 
why did different nations and professions decide to drop 
the normative in favour of a descriptive definition of the 
›Head of Household‹? This leads to a more general ques-
tion: How did administrators, statisticians and other sur-
vey researchers deal with the aim of long-term stability 
of statistical categories for the sake of comparability, e.g. 
in a national census, on the one hand, and with adaption 
to societal change on the other hand? In taking the exam-
ple of the United Kingdom, the following story combines 
aspects of a history of knowledge with administrative 
history.5 After embedding the administrative practice in 
assumptions from the history of knowledge (I.), the ar-
ticle continues by reconstructing the official definition 
of the ›Head of Household‹ in British government social 
research (II.), followed by an analysis of knowledge pro-
duction about a household in other branches of survey 
research in the U.K. (III.). Subsequently a summary of the 
topic in U.S. history will be given (IV.) in order to com-
pare it to the different path taken in the U.K. (V.). This is 
followed by some conclusions (VI.).

I. Knowledge Production and the 
›Head of Household‹

By combining the history of knowledge with adminis-
trative history, I seek to explore »the dialectic of tension 
between categories and contexts«, as Simon Szreter, Ha-
nia Sholkamy, and A. Dharmalingam have suggested.6 
Starting with the assumption that categories like the 
›Head of Household‹ are socially constructed as well as 
»ideologically and politically charged acts of represen-
tation and intervention«,7 consideration is also given to 
the administrative dimension: in order to administrate, 
it is necessary to build categories for reducing the com-
plexity of social life. This imperative could be illustrated 
by the notion of drawing a map at a scale of 1:1, which 
is absurd.8 We have to rely on abstractions and gener-
alisations, and for this reason we are forced to make a 
choice among several options. While statisticians, sur-
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Similarly, when a couple have been recorded as liv-
ing together/cohabiting the male partner should be 
treated as the HOH.19

In the year 1991 this definition was printed in the offi-
cial Handbook for Interviewers published by the British 
Social Survey Division (SSD). The SSD was part of the Of-
fice of Population Censuses and Surveys (OPCS) that per-
formed tasks including taking the census of population 
and the registration of births, marriages and deaths. The 
Handbook for Interviewers presented the SSD to its read-
ers as the official social survey organisation within cen-
tral government responsible for collecting »information 
about the circumstances, conditions, behaviour and at-
titudes of members of the population or parts of it«.20 It 
was first published in 1950 and revised several times,21 
nevertheless, the definition that gave precedence to the 
male ›Head of Household‹ remained. The definition was 
important for the interviewer at the doorstep when he 
or (mostly) she22 had to find the correct person to obtain 
data about. So-called informants could change due to 
the aim of each survey, but if the ›Head of Household‹ 
was the major informant, the definition given above 
was the relevant one. The idea of naming a male ›Head 
of Household‹ and subordinating all other members to 
him indicated a clear understanding of the order of fam-
ilies and sexes. As can be seen in a caricature printed 
in the English magazine Punch, this was already being 
criticised during the census of 1851 (see fig. 1). 

Fig. 1: »Head of Family«, in: Punch, April 1851, p. 152.

who formed a second wave in the history of knowledge. 
Amongst them were Pierre Bourdieu, Michel Foucault, 
postcolonial thinkers and protagonists of a renewed fem-
inism. The story of this article is situated in the changes 
following ›1968‹, which involved, especially in the case of 
feminism, the questioning of the academic system and an 
awareness of gendered ways of knowing.16 In this context 
the definition of the ›Head of Household‹ came under 
scrutiny. A fifth and final assumption from the history of 
knowledge that is important for this story concerns the 
idea that circulation shapes knowledge. Knowledge cir-
culates between different historical actors with different 
agendas and thus forms an important element in produc-
ing knowledges.17 In the case of the ›Head of Household‹ 
it was one specific tool that circulated between different 
historical actors and produced knowledge.

This specific tool leads us to the administrative com-
ponent of the story: knowledge about a household was 
usually gained through a questionnaire or a form that 
was either part of an interview or was left to a house-
hold to be filled in. This ›little tool of knowledge‹ formed 
a basic element of the bureaucratic practice meant to 
facilitate, rationalise and standardise communication 
between citizens or consumers on the one hand and an 
authority, such as the census office or opinion pollsters 
and market researchers, on the other hand.18 Usually 
the definition of the ›Head of Household‹ was not given 
on the questionnaire. This missing piece of communica-
tion might be one reason for the long normative story of 
the male ›Head of Household‹ in Britain. For the longest 
time during the 19th and 20th centuries, it seemed to be 
tacit knowledge who was considered to be the ›Head of 
Household‹, i.e. the husband. However, changing gen-
der perceptions had an impact in the last decades of the 
20th century, when actors within survey research insti-
tutions felt the need to define the term in order to carry 
on using it. How exactly was the category defined?

II. The ›Head of Household‹ 
in British Government Social 
Research

In a household containing only husband, wife and 
children under 16 (and boarders) the husband is 
always the HOH. 
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While the possibility to name a ›1st person‹ already ex-
isted in 1971, the examples in the 1971 questionnaire 
clearly suggested that the husband should be taken as 
the ›Head of Household‹: »Write ›HEAD‹ for the ›Head 
of Household‹ and relationship to the head for each of 
the other persons: for example ›Wife‹, ›Son‹, ›Daughter-
in-law‹, ›Visitor‹, ›Boarder‹, ›Paying Guest‹.«25 In contrast, 
the questionnaires of 1981 and 1991 could lead to the 
conclusion that it was the decision of the diff erent mem-
bers of a household to name a head (see fi g. 2). Despite 
this impression the Handbook for Interviewers of the year 
1991 clarifi ed that in cases where more than one person 
equally claimed to be HOH, the following rules applied: 
»1. where they are of the same sex the oldest is HOH; 2. 
where they are of diff erent sexes the male is HOH«.26 As a 
justifi cation the Handbook explained: »These rules on de-
ciding who is HOH are necessary because the use of joint 
heads of household is not practical for analysis purposes. 
Because of this it is necessary to have consistency in the 
way in which decisions are made«.27

This leads to the second reason for the persistence 
of the defi nition, which is long-term comparability of 
data. Due to the fact that the husband had always been 
the ›Head of Household‹, it remained thus: »a husband 
always takes precedence«.28 However, it was not impossi-
ble to adapt the defi nition to some societal changes: when 
a couple was not married but lived together, the male 
partner should be treated as the ›Head of Household‹. So 
even in cases where couples had made a deliberate de-
cision not to get married with all its consequences (and 
possible political impacts or rather political statements), 
nevertheless they were treated as if they were married.29 
From the perspective of social scientists this was a logical 
act because cohabitation could be seen as a new phenom-
enon that needed to be customised to time-series statis-
tics – and this was a pragmatic way to achieve it.

A third and related but slightly diff erent reason for 
the persistence is connected to a pragmatic way of meth-
odologically handling the problematic defi nition. In a 
paper in the government Survey Methodological Bulle-
tin Jean Martin and Jeremy Barton discussed the possi-
ble eff ects of a change of defi nition und stated in 1996: 
»Criticisms of the existing defi nition do not in themselves 
make the case for change; any alternative defi nition must 
be shown to improve suffi  ciently on the current one to 
justify a change, particularly in terms of discontinuities 

In 1851 the English census enquired about the ›Head of 
Family‹ for the fi rst time. From the census of 1921 on-
ward the word ›family‹ was substituted by ›household‹, 
otherwise everything seemed to be almost the same 
from 1851 until the 1990s. While suff ragettes used the 
census of 1911 to call attention to their missing right 
to vote and therefore also pointed to the biased cen-
sus questionnaire,23 neither they nor the second wave 
of feminism in the 1970s had an immediate impact on 
redefi ning the ›Head of Household‹. Up to the 1970s the 
stability of the defi nition might have well fi t the major-
ity of self-assessments of diff erent members of society. 
However, there is a need to explain the reasons why the 
defi nition was not changed in the 1970s, but kept for the 
following decades. It was only for the census in 2001 that 
the normative and biased defi nition was abandoned. 
While feminists and actors of other social movements 
of the 1970s were successful in some of their goals, as 
can be seen in the Equal Pay Act of 1970 and the Sex 
Discrimination Act of 1975, it is an open question why 
the male-oriented defi nition of the ›Head of Household‹ 
was so persistent.

The fi rst reason for the persistence of the defi nition 
seems to be that it was not easy to fi nd. The Handbook 
for Interviewers stated in this regard that defi nitions 
»will not normally be printed on your questionnaires so 
you must learn them and apply them whenever you col-
lect classifi cation information«.24 Looking at the diff er-
ent questionnaires of the decennial population census-
es of the years 1981 and 1991, it could even be argued 
that these forms suggested an equal understanding of 
the sexes. In both censuses the questionnaires were ad-
dressed »To the Head or Joint Heads or members of a 
Household« and a ›1st person‹ could be named to whom 
all the other members of the household were related 
(see fi g. 2). 

Fig. 2: Household Form England 1981 
in: UK Data Service, University of Essex and University of Manchester, 
census.ukdataservice.ac.uk/media/30988/1981_england_household.pdf 
(accessed 6.6.2016).
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social reality. Although I will come back to the gendered 
interests later, for now I would like to look more closely 
at the abolishment of the definition.

The definition of the ›Head of Household‹ was 
dropped for the population census of 2001. However, 
this was not the case for all surveys conducted under 
the aegis of the Office of Population Censuses and Sur-
veys, which became part of the newly created Office for 
National Statistics in 1995. When I asked the Office for 
National Statistics in 2012 if the old definition of the 
›Head of Household‹ had been dropped or if it was no 
longer defined in favor of the male sex, they answered 
with reference to the Labour Force Survey – a longitudi-
nal survey first conducted in 1973. For this survey the 
›Household Reference Person‹ was given as the major 
category that was defined regardless of sex.

The household reference person is the householder, 
which is the household member who owns the ac-
commodation; or is legally responsible for the rent; 
or occupies the accommodation as reward of their 
employment, or through some relationship to its 
owner who is not a member of the household. If 
there are joint householders, the one with the highest 
income is the household reference person. If their 
income is the same, then the eldest one is the house-
hold reference person.34

In addition, it was stated that the ›Household Reference 
Person‹ was introduced into the Labour Force Survey 
in 2001, in line with other ONS household surveys, to 
replace the ›Head of Household‹.35 Nevertheless, the 
definition of the ›Head of Household‹ still existed in the 
Labour Force Survey Guide of 2008:

If there are two adults of the opposite sex living 
together as a married or cohabiting couple, the hus-
band/male partner is the HoH. Otherwise, the oldest 
male householder, or the husband/male partner of the 
oldest female householder, is the HoH. Otherwise, the 
oldest female householder is the HoH.36

The Labour Force Survey Guide stressed that information 
about the ›Head of Household‹ was still collected, for ex-
ample in the Labour Force Survey, but that information 
about the ›Household Reference Person‹ was also collect-

in time series«.30 For this reason, in the 1990s survey re-
searchers in the government social survey and in other 
branches of survey research started to empirically test 
the effects of possible changes of definitions. Martin and 
Barton, for example, came to the result that dropping 
the biased definition would lead to a change in ›Heads 
of Household‹ or ›Household Reference Persons‹ in about 
15 % of all households.31 While this seems to be a signif-
icant number, the authors stated that, before deciding 
whether to adopt a new definition for the ›Household 
Reference Person‹, various users of the main government 
household surveys in commerce, NGOs, public adminis-
tration and other areas of usage should be consulted. 
This hesitant handling resulted in a parallel use of differ-
ent categories and definitions, the ›Household Reference 
Person‹ and the ›Head of Household‹ being two of them.

A fourth reason for the persistence may be due to the 
administrative and staff structure of the government so-
cial survey branch, which was dominated by male social 
scientists – at least this seems to be true for the 19th cen-
tury and the first half of the 20th century. The historian 
Edward Higgs made this argument as regards 19th-centu-
ry statistics on women, occupations and work in general:

The figures in the occupational tables are not ›hard 
facts‹ or ›raw data‹. They were constructed by men 
(in the specific sense of members of the male gender) 
who had certain assumptions about the position of 
women in society. In broad terms, women tended to 
be defined as dependants, whatever their productive 
functions, whilst men were classified according to the 
nature of their labour. As a consequence there are se-
rious problems in reconstructing the role of women in 
the reproduction of society in the nineteenth century. 
This has important implications for models of the 
economy as a whole.32

While Higgs’s point is persuasive for the 19th century, the 
setting had changed during the course of the 20th cen-
tury. The Handbook for Interviewers, for example, was 
edited and written by a woman, and Gillian Theresa 
Banks was the first woman to hold the position of Reg-
istrar-General, in the years 1986 to 1990.33 It seems less 
productive to ascribe questions of gender equality to 
the sex of the social scientists than to focus on the basic 
conflict of long-term comparability versus adaptation to 
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Household‹. In their basic classification system, the so-
called Social Grades, households were allocated to a spe-
cific social class or grade depending on the data taken 
about the ›Head of Household‹.40 For the purpose of the 
Social Grades, up to the 1990s the ›Head of Household‹ 
was defined as follows: 

The head of household is that member of the 
household who either owns the accommodation or 
is responsible for the rent, or, if the accommoda-
tion is rent free, the person who is responsible for 
the household having it rent free. If this person is a 
married woman whose husband is a member of the 
household, then the husband is counted as the ›head 
of household‹.41

In exactly the same way as in the OPCS (or later the ONS), 
survey researchers in the private sector also put forward 
a gendered hierarchy with the husband as the head of the 
household. In doing so, they knew that they were not in 
line with some historical actors, but they did it anyway. 
This conclusion could be drawn from an information 
brochure published by the major professional organisa-
tion in Britain, The Market Research Society, in 1974:

Here the usual convention is to identify the ›chief 
wage earner‹, or the person responsible for the ac-
commodation (legal owner, or person paying the 
rent), and where there are two equal candidates, to 
ignore ›women’s lib‹ [liberation, KB] and take the 
male as head of household, and the older of two peo-
ple if both are of the same sex.42

Although there were different labels in use, the govern-
mental and the non-governmental social surveys used 
the same biased definitions and procedures of iden-
tifying the ›Head of Household‹. This did not change 
within the next decade. In 1984, a revised version of the 
information brochure pointed out that the majority of 
women of working age now held a job, and therefore 
the ›Head of Household‹ might be less unambiguous to 
name. However, they still stuck to the old definition. 
The paragraph in the brochure dealing with this issue 
stated: »[...] and where there are two equal candidates, 
to ignore ›feminism‹ and take the male as head of house-
hold.«43 Similar statements could be found in handbooks 

ed and mainly used instead. The authors of the Labour 
Force Survey Guide seemed to feel a need to justify the 
ongoing collection of data about the ›Head of Household‹. 
They argued that in most cases the male adult in a house-
hold would be given as the ›Head of Household‹ anyway: 
»Most HoHs are male, because in households comprising 
either a mixed-sex couple or joint householders of the op-
posite sex, the male partner/householder is classified as 
the HoH, regardless of their income and age.«37 The change 
in definitions led to about 10 per cent of households being 
classified differently.38 This result indicates that different 
definitions produce different kinds of knowledges. How-
ever, were 10 % to 15 % (as found by Martin and Barton) 
of households classified differently due to the new defini-
tion significant enough to incorporate the change? The as-
sessment of this question did not remain within the inner 
circle of government social scientists. It could not remain 
there because citizens had to answer the questions of an 
interviewer or to fill in the questionnaire. To do so inter-
viewees had to translate aspects of their own lives into 
the given form of a questionnaire. If their perceptions dif-
fered too much from the prescribed categories they did 
not fill in the forms. Thus, interviewees and interviewers 
were part of a network of actors who together produced 
knowledge. This knowledge was the result of a circula-
tion process between various actors and in this process 
the definition was increasingly criticised at the doorstep 
in the 1990s. This point was especially stressed by survey 
researchers outside the government, who also were part 
of the circulating production of knowledge. They were 
more dependent on the cooperation of citizens and con-
sumers in conducting their surveys and satisfying their 
clients’ needs. This seemed to be especially important for 
the 1990s, when declines in survey participation rates, 
the growth of alternative modes of data collection, and 
the increase of data from digital systems (especially from 
the Internet) became significant.39

III. The ›Head of Household‹ 
in Other Branches of Survey 
Research in the U.K.

Since at least the 1970s survey researchers outside the 
Office of Population Censuses and Surveys (OPCS) were 
well aware of the problematic definition of the ›Head of 
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was introduced to target buyers of fast-moving consum-
er goods. It also came to be seen as old-fashioned by the 
1990s. Parallel to the man-based definition of the ›Head of 
Household‹, commonly the ›Housewife‹ was restricted to 
women. While the ›Head of Household‹ was replaced by 
the ›Chief Income Earner‹ in the early 1990s, the ›House-
wife‹ was replaced by the ›Shopper‹.52 In 1994, when Er-
hard Meier of Research Services Ltd. analysed the effects 
of the new definitions, he found that the ›Shopper‹ defini-
tion led more men to categorise themselves as shoppers, 
but overall the results remained very close to those of 
the old ›Housewife‹. As regards the changing definition 
of the ›Head of Household‹ or ›Chief Income Earner‹, 
Meier found that 90 % of all households remained in the 
same Social Grade.53 He also came to the conclusion that 
the effect of the new definition was particularly strong 
amongst women: About 15 % of women were now clas-
sified as ›Chief Income Earner‹ who would have been 
classified as ›Wife of Head of Household‹ under the old 
definition.54 The newspaper The Independent started its 
report about the changes with the intriguing example of a 
female chief executive of a major chemical company who 
was classified as part of a working-class household be-
cause her live-in boyfriend worked as a garage mechan-
ic.55 This short digression on the ›Housewife‹ as an im-
portant figure in survey research can be linked to one of 
the assumptions of the history of knowledge, that is, the 
relation between power and knowledge. While the ›Head 
of Household‹ seems to be a desirable powerful position, 
being classified as a ›Housewife‹ – although important to 
survey clients, e.g. in consumer research – seemed to be 
less desirable. In social classification, being a ›Housewife‹ 
has no representation in the social hierarchy on its own, 
but only by the husband. From the assumption that wom-
en’s work in all its facets (including unpaid work) should 
also be represented in social classifications came one line 
of arguments that let to feminist mobilisation against the 
male-biased ›Head of Household‹.

IV. Feminist Mobilisation  
in the 1970s: The Case of  
the United States

Different nations took different paths in dealing with 
the household as a statistical unit. The United States of 

for survey researchers of the time. For example, Gerald 
Hoinville and Roger Jowell of the research institute So-
cial and Community Planning Research (SCPR) wrote in 
1982: »Some of these rules are increasingly under attack 
on the grounds of their male chauvinistic bias and the 
fact that they are anachronistic. [...] Nevertheless, cur-
rent practice is still to define the head of household as 
the husband.«44 Two main arguments for keeping the 
old-fashioned definition were invoked: first, this system 
had been in use since the 1950s, and second, no better 
method had been found yet.45 Similar to the rationale in 
the government sector, the long-term comparability and 
especially the well-established practices were brought 
forward in favour of this definition. 

In 1992 this practice ended. Asked about the cause, 
the director of a prominent market research institute an-
swered: »We found that wives were getting upset«.46 Sure-
ly, this was only one of several reasons, nevertheless an 
important one. Due to the circulating process of knowl-
edge production, market researchers needed men and 
women to answer their questionnaires, which proved 
to be difficult using a biased definition. After a period of 
continuous growth of survey research, the new develop-
ments of the 1990s led survey researchers to revise their 
definition and to do so more quickly than their colleagues 
in the government sector who – with a mandatory census 
every ten years – had other ways of persuading citizens to 
participate. Moreover, with diverse clients such as super-
markets, manufacturers, political parties and so on, sur-
vey researchers in the private sector had to respond more 
quickly to sinking participation rates in order to be less 
»out of touch with modern life and marketing needs«.47

At the same time they had to rethink another major 
category of consumer research: the ›Housewife‹. For 
most of the 20th century, the ›Housewife‹ was a knowable 
social type upon whom manufacturers and advertisers 
could act.48 In 1931, Paul Redmayne and Hugh Week 
published the first British book solely devoted to market 
research.49 As regards the place and method of purchase 
they were very sure that »for quite a large range of prod-
ucts no doubt arises at all as to the type of shop where 
it is bought«.50 Where there was doubt about the basic 
question of who consumes the product at what times and 
how, according to Redmayne and Week, »the investiga-
tor will naturally interview the housewife who both buys 
and uses the products«.51 The ›Housewife‹ as a category 
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woman as ›Head of Household‹, the Census Bureau in 
its administrative process changed it to the husband. 
Against this background, feminists objected to the defini-
tion because it implied an authority structure for house-
holds and families that was imputed by the Bureau rath-
er than measured – and feminists found that it was not 
the business of a federal census to do either.59 The Census 
Bureau responded to this accusation by conducting tests 
about people’s views as to who they thought was ›Head 
of Household‹. While the Bureau found the definition to 
be justified, feminists did not. The first meeting between 
Bergmann, Presser and some other demographers, econ-
omists, psychologists and sociologists took place in early 
November 1976. All of them wanted to clarify some kind 
of a role conflict: »As feminists, we were sympathetic to 
the objections raised about its [the male-based ›Head of 
Household‹ definition, KB] continued use; as research-
ers, we were concerned as to whether there would be an 
analytic ›cost‹ to dropping the concept«.60 In their first 
meeting the group decided to formally organise as Social 
Scientists in Population Research (SSPR) and to arrange 
a meeting with Census Bureau professionals.61 From this 
exchange it was learned that not all countries used a 
›Head of Household‹ designation in their censuses and 
that some were in the process of change. This change 
could involve abandoning the definition completely (e.g. 
to name everyone in a household without a relationship 
to a designated head), or revising it to an unbiased ver-
sion. The Census Bureau argued that some of their users 
were strongly in favour of a head – although without the 
sexist bias.62 An unbiased version was already recom-
mended by the United Nations for the 1970 Population 
Censuses: »The head of the household is that person in 
the household who is acknowledged as such by the other 
household members«.63 In addition, Sweden was given 
as an example of a country that had never used the term 
›Head of Household‹, simply asking for a reference per-
son, while Canada was about to change from ›household 
head‹ to ›person 1‹.64 After intensive discussion the mem-
bers of the SSPR came to the conclusion that they were in 
favour of abolishing the ›Head of Household‹ definition 
altogether. In their subsequent lobbying efforts, they 
were supported by the Census Advisory Committee of 
the American Economic Association, of which Barbara 
Bergmann was a member. The Committee passed a reso-
lution on December 3, 1976, stating:

America and the United Kingdom were amongst those 
countries that relied on the category of the ›Head of 
Household‹ to denote relationships within a household. 
Compared to the U.S. history, the U.K. was relatively 
slow in abandoning the male-biased definition. Up to 
the U.S. census of 1970, the ›Head of Household‹ was 
defined much like in Britain, that is, a married woman 
could not be named as ›Head of Household‹. With the 
resurgence of feminism in the 1960s and 1970s, the cat-
egory was considered to be offensive to many people. 
In the late 1990s, the sociologist and demographer Har-
riet B. Presser recalled her version of abandoning the 
male-dominated definition.56 According to her account, 
one of the first questions she was confronted with when 
joining the faculty at the University of Maryland in 1976 
seemed to be a simple one: »What do demographers 
mean by the term ›head of household‹?« Barbara Berg-
mann, then Professor of Economics at Maryland and a 
member of the Census Advisory Committee of the Amer-
ican Economic Association, brought this question to her 
with a hidden agenda that Presser subsequently sup-
ported: the »decapitation« – as Presser called it – of the 
›Head of Household‹ in the U.S. census.

Already in 1790 with the first U.S. decennial census, 
the designation of a family head was established.57 The 
practice continued through 1840. In the censuses of 1850 
to 1870 no head was asked for, but names of everyone 
living in a household were noted. From 1880 to 1930 all 
family members were listed in the census and their rela-
tionship to the ›Head of Family‹ was also required. From 
1940 through 1970 the term ›Head of Family‹ was re-
placed by ›Head of Household‹. The story so far seems to 
be comparable to the British history, but what follows is 
different. In the U.S., a small group of social scientists, in-
cluding Presser and Bergmann, campaigned successfully 
to stop the Census Bureau from using the category in the 
future. In the context of the resurgence of feminism in 
the early and mid-1970s, feminists had begun to express 
their dismay over the use of the ›Head of Household‹ 
definition by the Census Bureau. Similar to the British 
context, the U.S. Census Bureau did not provide a formal 
definition for the ›Head of Household‹ in the question-
naire, rather it asked to put down »the person who is re-
garded as the head by the members of the household«.58 
However, this was only seemingly an open definition: 
if a married woman or her husband were to report the 
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V. Battles in Segmented Fields 
of Survey Research: The Case of 
Britain

The climate surrounding ›1968‹ also had an impact 
on feminist criticism of male-biased social research in 
1960s and 1970s Britain. However, I argue that criticism 
of the definition of the ›Head of Household‹ coincided 
with an increased segmentation of the field of survey 
research in Britain. Survey research in Britain can be 
traced back to the 19th century.70 It expanded to different 
fields of application (amongst them market research) in 
the 1920s and continued to be an innovative method-
ological area until the 1950s. Researchers from different 
fields of application (including the Wartime Social Sur-
vey) worked together on discussing and improving their 
methods. They were also able to find employment in the 
different areas of application in the private and public 
sectors as well as in academia. The foundation of the 
Market Research Society in 1946 as the corporate body 
of all persons interested in »the furtherance of the pro-
fession of marketing and social research« can be seen as 
the organised effort to collaboratively promote survey 
methods.71 From the 1960s onwards, survey researchers 
in different areas became less interested in each other’s 
work. As a consequence, survey research in the gov-
ernment sector, in the private sector and in academia 
became less connected.72 Research in the private sector 
with a focus on opinion polling, media and the market 
had to survive in a competitive market, and thus tried to 
use data and methods found elsewhere. The public sec-
tor also increasingly became a market for them when 
cuts in government funding for social research initiat-
ed outsourcing of survey research in the Thatcher era.73 
However, market researchers became less interested 
in discussing the theoretical presuppositions of their 
work: They took a pragmatic approach, making use of 
what was there and had worked so far. When they ad-
opted new developments, e.g. the emerging geodemo-
graphics in the late 1970s, they treated their methods 
as business secrets.74 At the same time they were quite 
self-aware and self-critical of their pragmatic views and 
the possible consequences. John Samuels of the British 
Market Research Bureau, for example, wrote in 1988: 
»Market and media researchers are notoriously bad at 
›reading the literature‹. We tend not to learn from each 

We believe the term ›head of household‹ in the ques-
tionnaire and in the public tabulations is ambiguous, 
not currently descriptive of many households, and 
offends numbers of people. Elicitation of informati-
on needed by users of the Census is feasible through 
other methods. We urge that the Census Bureau make 
the change in time for the 1980 Census.65

The SSPR used this resolution for their own lobbying ef-
forts which included disseminating their view through 
several professional bodies such as the American Psy-
chological Association, the American Public Health As-
sociation, the American Sociological Association, the 
American Statistical Association etc. They also warned 
that if the Census Bureau did not demonstrate a seri-
ous commitment to assessing alternatives and making 
appropriate changes, this would lead to organised non-
compliance with the 1980 Census.66 With the help of a 
letter-writing campaign, the support of congresswom-
an Patricia Schroeder, who was at the time Chair of the 
U.S. House Subcommittee on Population and the Census, 
and the assistance of prominent voices such as Arthur S. 
Flemming, Chair of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 
they were successful in their efforts. According to Harri-
et B. Presser’s version of the story, Schroeder’s visit with 
Census Bureau officials and her insistence that they 
drop the definition of the household head in the 1980 
Census gave the final impulse.67 For the 1980 Census the 
Census Bureau chose to use the ›Householder‹ as the ref-
erence person to whom to relate other household mem-
bers; they defined the ›Householder‹ as »the household 
member (or one of the household members) in whose 
name this house or apartment is owned, being bought, 
or rented. If there is no such person, start on line 1 with 
any adult household member«.68 With this new defini-
tion either spouse of a married-couple family could now 
be the ›Householder‹.

The U.S. case tells the story of successful mobilisa-
tion.69 The U.S. female sociologists organised to advo-
cate their agenda from an early stage and were able to 
fruitfully connect to other (male) voices and politicians 
in their lobbying, as well as to mobilise others for their 
agenda (e.g. by letter-writing campaigns). British social 
scientists took a different path. 
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sexual inequalities within the marriage«.79 The debate 
stretched across the 1980s, with criticism rebutted with 
new empirical evidence and vice versa.80 As regards 
the definition of the ›Head of Household‹, the most im-
portant outcome might be that no concordant voice or 
lobbying effort for the abolishment of the biased defi-
nition was formed. Unlike in the U.S., in the U.K. no 
univocal voice was formed among female academics; 
rather, there were multiple, separate controversial 
debates within survey research and within academia, 
with female academics taking different sides. In the late 
1990s Catherine Hakim wrote about the treatment of 
one of her articles following a discussion between her 
and Rosemary Crompton and Fiona Harris: »This article 
was an attack on the victim feminism that is fashion-
able in academic circles and is reiterated by Crompton 
and Harris«.81 In the U.S. a group of female scientists 
took a feminist standpoint, formulated a common goal 
(»Decapitating the U.S. Census Bureau’s ›Head of House-
hold‹«), chose a specific strategy when they named their 
professional organisation ›Social Scientists in Popula-
tion Research‹ (instead of ›Feminist Social Scientists‹ or 
something similar) and were thus successful in lobby-
ing their agenda within different professional organi-
sations. In Britain, female scientists also had a place82 
in sociology and the various ideas of feminism had an 
impact on British sociology, but – unlike in the U.S. – the 
abolishment of the male-biased ›Head of Household‹ did 
not seem to be a major unifying topic for them. They did 
not show an interest in forming a network of actors and 
lobbying the end of the male-biased definition.

VI. Conclusions

Beware of the ›Head of Household‹. This seems to be one 
conclusion to be drawn from the story told in this arti-
cle. Whoever works with statistics and surveys needs to 
closely scrutinise the basic definitions. While the male 
bias of the specific definition of the ›Head of Household‹ 
has been the focus of this article, it should also be men-
tioned that the definition had other problems and biases 
as well: for example, the various ideas of interviewees 
about what constituted a head of household (being in 
charge of household affairs, of the children, of the in-
come etc.) or the predominance given to older people 

other’s experience, and each generation reinvents the 
wheel«.75 As regards different systems of classification 
for which the ›Head of Household‹ was considered to be 
important, Samuels argued:

Whilst our social grading system has no real theoreti-
cal base, there are now in existence systems which are 
based in theory, and where the allocation of individual 
occupations to groupings is both explicit and replica-
ble. But virtually all market and media researchers 
are as ignorant of them as I was a few weeks ago. For 
reference, you might care to investigate the Goldthor-
pe/Casim scale and the Cambridge Stratification Scale. 
I say you might care, but you won’t.76

Recognising the segmentation of the different fields of 
application is essential for understanding the British 
story of the ›Head of Household‹, because it was pre-
cisely the academic sector surrounding John Goldthor-
pe that became the focus of feminist criticism. The aca-
demic journal Sociology served as the major battlefield 
in the 1980s.77 Feminist criticism had already started in 
the 1960s and had targeted theoretical ideas relating to 
social class and classification in sociology. It was criti-
cised that social stratification studies took class as a ma-
jor category, whereby classes were based on (male) oc-
cupation. The assumption that the class of a household 
was taken from the male ›Head of Household‹ as the 
supposed main breadwinner came under attack. This 
led the prominent sociologist, Rosemary Crompton, to 
remember in 1993 that »without exception, therefore, in 
Britain all of the major surveys in the area of class and 
stratification had, until the 1970s, drawn upon men-only 
samples«.78 The criticism was twofold: it was directed at 
the exclusion of women from empirical investigations 
and at the underlying assumptions upon which the 
identification of a class structure was itself gendered. 
The result was that effects of class and gender could not 
be disentangled within the structure of employment. 
Early critics of this amongst American and European 
sociologists used harsh words when they accused the 
existing methods of »intellectual sexism because it had 
neglected women, rested on sexist assumptions in so 
doing, was out-of-touch with the changes in women’s 
marital and employment statuses, had used male heads 
of households to represent family’s status and ignored 
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be another clue for the different paths of the U.S. and 
the U.K. Feminist mobilisation against the male ›Head 
of Household‹ in the U.S. took place earlier than in the 
U.K., that is, before postmodernist and poststructuralist 
thinking became pre-eminent. In the 1980s, when sociol-
ogists in British academia discussed the issue intensive-
ly, they had to compete with other theoretical concepts 
and, in addition, with a »crisis which sociology faced as 
an academic discipline in Britain, as departments were 
›rationalized‹ and subject to increasing economic pres-
sures«, which, as Rosemary Crompton described it, led 
to a phase when »sociologists themselves underwent the 
(often painful) process of adapting to ›new times‹ «.86

The idea of ›methodological nationalism‹ also points 
to a different line of argument. In the U.K., gender issues 
were considered to be less important than class issues. 
With Marxism having a strong impact on sociological 
thinking and social work, gender was part of the larger 
issue of oppression, or, as the prominent British sociolo-
gist Jennifer Platt put it, »I had led a very sheltered mid-
dle-class life, and the glimpses this gave of how other 
people lived were a revelation to me, making class a live 
issue in a way it had not been to me before«.87 While in 
the United States research focussed on separate wom-
en’s culture, female institutions, the family and sexu-
ality, in Britain labour history was much stronger and 
female sociologists also had a background of socialist 
politics with an emphasis on wage work, trade union or-
ganisation, and labour politics.88 This may explain why 
no unifying voice against the male ›Head of Household‹ 
was to be heard in the 1970s. However, class as a uni-
fying category of all segments of British social survey 
also came under scrutiny in the 1980s and 1990s, when 
the arrival of geodemographics shifted the attention to 
neighbourhoods as another important category of sur-
vey research.89 Thus, only when times were changing 
so significantly that actors at all levels of the process of 
knowledge production, including interviewers and in-
terviewees, became critical about the biased category, 
was it finally changed in the 1990s, but it remained, a 
well-established artefact, in the administrative realm 
for at least another decade.

in a household (which was another normative assump-
tion). But even if historical actors judged this definition 
as biased and not representative of changes in society, 
this did not result in a redefinition or an updated prac-
tice. Knowledge in theoretical discussions and knowl-
edge in the administrative practice could differ great-
ly. ›Little tools of knowledge‹ like the questionnaire 
were necessary to collect so-called information about a 
household, and thus shaped practices and knowledges.

Knowledge production may also differ in time and 
space, as the different paths of the U.S. and the U.K. in-
dicate. In the U.S. female scientists played an important 
role in opinion-making, but did not choose to act as an 
organisation that spoke for women. Instead they chose 
a specific goal, formed an organisation with a neutral 
name, and were thus able to mobilise politicians and 
other professional organisations for the abolishment of 
the biased definition in the 1970s. In the U.K., a miss-
ing univocal goal arguing for the end of the normative 
definition, as well as the segmented fields of survey re-
search, led to a different history. For market researchers 
the pragmatic approach was most important: as soon as 
response rates were under threat and customers were 
no longer satisfied with categories, market researchers 
changed the definition in the 1990s. For the govern-
ment social survey, it seemed to be a bundle of factors 
(amongst them transnational discussions of the topic 
and supranational definitions, e.g. by the UN) that final-
ly led them to drop the biased definition in the 1990s. 
International discussions and practices had an impact,83 
yet another phenomenon that might be best labelled 
»methodological nationalism«84 can also be observed: 
survey researchers were employed by international 
companies, travelled to international conferences and 
so on, but the major frame for their analysis was their 
own nation. Sarah E. Igo made a similar observation 
and related this to statistics as the science of the state 
as one root of social surveys: »One intriguing feature of 
most major early survey operations, even if not state-
run, was that they imagined their scope to be national, 
rather than sub-national or international«.85 Transfer-
ring this to the history of the ›Head of Household‹ may 
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Abstract

The household forms an important category in social sci-
ence research. It is used to collect data, to classify it and to 
represent the results. However, what seems to be a simple 
listing of facts becomes less clear when a basic question 
is raised: What is a household? Is it a family living under 
one roof? Is a roof limited to a house, or does a flat al-
ready constitute a household? Do members of a household 
have to be officially related, meaning married, adopted 
etc., or even related by blood? And how do households 
and definitions of households differ over time and space? 
Some definitions like the United Nations’s dwelling con-
cept, for example, sound pragmatic with little regard to 
the social relationships of the actual human beings living 
in a household. However, there are indeed power relations 
within a household (e.g. between parents and children). 
Social scientists also observed these everyday asymmetries 
and therefore constructed a hierarchy in social classifica-
tions when they placed the household in a specific class 
according to the ›Head of Household‹ or the ›Household 
Reference Person‹, the ›Chief Wage Earner‹, the ›Househol-
der‹ etc. The different designations of the reference person 
indicate that it is not an easy task to name this person or to 
define this person without a normative bias. By taking the 
example of Great Britain, this article demonstrates that the 
definition of the ›Head of Household‹ was a normative cate-
gory rather than a descriptive one, meaning that it was less 
able to facilitate analysis of social reality and that it fortified 
a normative view with the help of statistics. While feminists 
and other historical actors in different states, for example 
the U.S., already criticised the normative bias of the definiti-
on in the 1960s and 1970s, a different question seems to be 
of equal or even greater importance to the historian: How, 
when and why did different nations and professions decide 
to drop the normative in favour of a descriptive definition 
of the ›Head of Household‹? This leads to a more general 
question: How did administrators, statisticians and other 
survey researchers deal with the aim of long-term stability 
of statistical categories for the sake of comparability, e.g. in 
a national census, on the one hand, and with adaption to 
societal change on the other hand? In taking the example of 
the United Kingdom, the following story combines aspects 
of a history of knowledge with administrative history. 
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